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This thesis is mainly research the formation of director style of Jiang Wen's film, 
and how to change the traditional narration of same style film, by analyzing texts of 
Jiang Wen directed four films:In the Heat of the Sun,Devils on the Door Step,Sun also 
Rises and Let the Bullets Fly, to see if Jiang Wen have possible to become "film 
author" with "Chinese Characteristics" under realistic conditions of China film.  
This article will track back the director's road of Jiang Wen, according to Film 
Author Theory and Film Narratology, put Jiang Wen's films in cultural field of 
contemporary film, by analyzing texts very carefully, to explore the Jiang Wen's 
director style and narrative change deeply.  
Firstly, will compare Jiang Wen's film with original novels, research adaptated 
policy and director's interpretation, in the process from novels to film of art form and 
aesthetic transformation, Jiang Wen has implemented three levels of refinement and 
sublimation: the modern thinking of history, the newest characterization, and the 
in-depth research of  theme.We can find that Jiang Wen is not simple transfom 
literature works to image art, but based on his personal experience, then accomplish 
one very creative film innovation. 
    Secondly, mainly to discuss type of Jiang Wen's film, and Jiang Wen how to 
keep independent art creation concept. We will analyze from four different aspects : 
from the national to the individual, from the patriotism to critical realism, from 
country's hatred to personal ideal, and how narration produces gender.  
Once again, after analyzed the black humour of Jiang Wen's film and the construction 
of film's time and space, tracing personal mark of Jiang Wen’s films, analysis of how 
he is free to use and innovate film presentation, how to achieve full and unity of 
aesthetic, how to let film topics beyond the history. 
Even Jiang Wen's movies are based on the special times, but he weaken the era 
background as much as possible, and focus on human nature, concerned about the 
living conditions of the people and the spirits of will, which allows the theme of Jiang 















we will very easy to separate it from political or commercial film. Now Jiang Wen has 
became very important power in Chinese cinema.Increasing the polarization of the 
present Chinese movies, researching Jiang Wen directed works is necessary. 
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第一章 导  言 
1 




在 1995 年底该片还被美国《时代周刊》评为“九五年度全世界十大 佳电影”之
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